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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company has a data system with definitions for "Private" and
"Public". The company's security policy outlines how data
should be protected based on type. The company recently added
the data type
"Proprietary". Which of the following is the MOST likely reason
the company added this data type?
A. Expanded authority of the privacy officer

B. Better data classification
C. More searchable data
D. Reduced cost
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A course is two days in length, and has at its core a four-step
process. At the end of the first day, learners should be able
to effectively demonstrate the first two steps of the model;
however, it is clear a number of participants have not yet
mastered the second step of the model. The instructor should:
A. Meet individually with the learners who seem to be
struggling
B. Continue with the course as planned on day two
C. Plan to practice the second step of the model at the star of
day two
D. Only focus on the first two steps of the model
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
What does Amazon IAM provide?
A. A mechanism to authorize Internet Access Modularity (IAM)
B. A mechanism to authenticate users when accessing Amazon Web
Services
C. None of the above
D. A mechanism to integrate on-premises authentication
protocols with the Cloud
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
Amazon IAM provides a mechanism to authenticate users when
accessing Amazon Web Services.
AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) is a web service that
helps you securely control access to AWS resources for your
users. You use IAM to control who can use your AWS resources
(authentication) and what resources they can use and in what
ways (authorization).
References:
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://aws.amazon.com/redshift/faqs/?nc1=h_ls Q: What happens
to my data warehouse cluster availability and data durability
if my data warehouse cluster's Availability Zone (AZ) has an
outage? If your Amazon Redshift data warehouse cluster's
Availability Zone becomes unavailable, you will not be able to
use your cluster until power and network access to the AZ are
restored. Your data warehouse cluster's data is preserved so
you can start using your Amazon Redshift data warehouse as soon
as the AZ becomes available again. In addition, you can also
choose to restore any existing snapshots to a new AZ in the
same Region. Amazon Redshift will restore your most frequently
accessed data first so you can resume queries as quickly as
possible.
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